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Coin Dates to Keep ListKeep any coin dates that are on this list.

1

10p
10p DesignsDesigns-

Keep
Keep all,
all, any
any datedate-

2

50p
50p Coins
Coins to
to KeepKeepKeep
Keep all
all 50p
50p coins
coins on
on this
this
page.
page.

Did you know?

.

when it changed from Cupro-Nickel to

Did you know?

.
The 5p coin got 11% thicker
when it changed from Cupro
-Nickel to Nickel-plated
steel.

3

50p Coins to KeepKeep all 50p coins on this
page.

4

50p Coins to KeepKeep all 50p coins on this
page.

Did you know?
The pound is the
oldest currency still
in use!

5

50p Coins to not KeepYou do NOT need to keep the
coins on this page.

(refer to date list on
p.1 for these two)

If you have a coin that is not on any of these
lists, please keep it and show it to Ruben.

6

£2 Coins to KeepKeep all £2 coins on this page.

7

£2 Coins to KeepKeep all £2 coins below.

£2 Coins to not KeepYou do NOT need to keep the coins below.

(refer to date
list on p.1)

If you have a coin that is not on any of these
lists, please keep it and show it to Ruben.
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Latest Finds!

Did you know?
Two 1p coins weigh the
same as a 2p and 2 5p
coins weigh the same
as a 10p!
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News
What is the rarest A-Z 10p?
Even though all of these 2018 coins have the same
mintage, some are more popular with collectors.
Change Checker went on eBay and found the last 6
sales and found the median sale price to see which
coin collectors are willing to pay more for.

Coming in first was B for Bond, which sells for
around £3.05. This is a popular coin as not only collectors will be looking out for it, but James Bond
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News
Isle of Man Santa £2 coin!

The Isle of Man is well known for their Christmas
themed coins, as they usually release these coins every
year. Last year, an incredibly popular Christmas £2
coin was released for the very first time, and this has
now been followed by a second £2 coin this Christmas.
This year’s design features a portrait of St. Nicholas
(Santa) and has the inscription of ‘Nollick Ghennal’,
which is Manx for ‘Merry Christmas’.
At the top of the coin, the distinctive Isle of Man Triskelion (three armoured legs) can be seen, like on all Isle of
Man coins.
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News
New 2020 Coin designs released!
As many collectors already know, a new Team GB coin will
be coming out in 2020. The last one was a big hit, so the
news of a new series of coins will be exciting! On the 8th
of November, the Royal Proclamation announced there
will be a series of dinosaur themed 50p coins. These coins
will feature the Megalosaurus, Iguanodon, and Hylaeosaurus dinosaurs.
Megalosaurus is Greek for ‘great
lizard’. Normally they were 7-8m
long, so it certainly lives up to its
name! Iguanodon were large
herbivores with distinctive
thumb-like spikes. Hylaeosaurus
was an armoured dinosaur with
at least three long spines along
its shoulders.
However, much of the anatomy of this dinosaur is still unknown due to the fact that very limited remains have been
found. I believe that these coins may continue to be issued
after 2020, to form a series, like the Beatrix Potter series.
When we find more
information, like the
design, I will be sure to
inform you in a future
magazine.

Did you know?

Isaac Newton, who spent 30 years as warden of the Royal Mint, designed the ridges
on the edges of coins. These help the coins
stack up and stop people shaving bits
off to make new ones. He recalled all plain
edged coins in circulation and
re-issued them with milled edges ..
to stop this.
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News
Royal mint £5000 coin
The Royal mint have released a record breaking coin,
worth £5000. This coin is the UK’s largest ever coin that
has been released and it is big enough to serve your
dinner on. The Royal Mint has said that it weighs just
over 5kg, since it is made from alloy 999 Au Fine Gold.
Its diameter is 175mm. It is part of a new ‘Great Engravers’ series that celebrates artists who have worked on
British coinage. The coin features William Wyon’s Lion
and Una design. One of these has already been sold for
an undisclosed amount. The collection also includes a
smaller, 2kg coin, which will have a mintage of just four.
These will be sold for £119,950. To create the new giant
coin, a combination of traditional engraving methods
and modern techniques were applied, such as lasers
being used to carefully cut the design before it was
hand-polished, as they couldn’t use the original die. The
original die used almost 200 years ago had to be digitally scanned and accurately reproduced.
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Coin Word Glossary

Find the meaning of some coin
collecting terms here!
NIFC
Not Intended For CirculationA coin that was not put into circulation, so somebody
broke it out of a set of BU coins.
BU/BUNC
Brilliant UncirculatedNot in circulation and only put into sets from the Royal
Mint. A higher quality than normal coins.
Silver Proof
Coins that are plated in silver, to a high quality. Normally only a limited quantity available and reasonably
expensive.
Gold Proof
Coins that are plated in gold to a high quality. Normally
only a limited quantity available and very expensive.
Circulated
A coin that has been released to be used as currency.
Passes from person to person.
Die
The inverse design of a coin, to be imprinted onto a
coin. This creates the coin’s design.
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Find the latest coin news and
up to date lists of what I need
for the collection!
Take a look at page 14 to find
what some coin collecting
terms mean!
Find out some facts about coins
throughout the magazine!

